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Abstract—Elastic optical networks (EONs) offer several
optimization dimensions that can be harvested to increase
network efficiency and survivability. More specifically, the
adaptation of the modulation format to a more robust one
can recover the quality of transmission (QoT) of a lightpath
affected by a soft failure (i.e., a physical layer degradation
resulting in QoT deterioration). In this scenario, increasing
the robustness of a transmissionmay require a spectrum in-
crease. Thus, the spectrum also might have to be reconfig-
ured. In this paper, we propose spectrum sharing between
lightpaths of classes requiring different rate guarantees.
In the case of a soft failure, a high-priority, rate-guaranteed
lightpath can expand its spectrum to recover its QoT at
the expense of spectrum allocated to a lower-priority, guar-
anteed minimum rate lightpath. We propose an integer lin-
ear programming (ILP) routing and spectrum assignment
(RSA) algorithm for the planning phase and an online
RSA for the operation phase of the network that optimize
spectrum sharing among lightpaths of different classes.
Using these proposed techniques can effectively reduce
the network costs to guarantee the rate of high-priority
connections.

Index Terms—Network optimization; Network surviv-
ability; Rate guarantees; Reconfiguration; Routing and
spectrum allocation; Soft failures; Spectrum sharing.

I. INTRODUCTION

E lastic optical networks (EONs) offer several optimiza-
tion dimensions, such as spectrum, modulation for-

mat, and symbol (baud) rate adaptation. Depending on
the transceivers used, these parameters can be configured
independently per lightpath to maximize the utilization of
the network’s equipment and the overall efficiency. As a
result, EONs promise significant benefits, which include
higher spectral efficiency, increased capacity [1], and
reduced network costs [2].

The degrees of freedom that the aforementioned param-
eters offer, when combined also with the routing (space

dimension) options available, are vast. The effective defini-
tion of each of these parameters is not straightforward.
For example, a given net bit rate can be achieved using
a high-order modulation format and low baud rate or a
lower-order modulation format and higher baud rate. The
determination of the transmission parameters depends
on, among other things, several effects appearing during
the propagation of light in the fiber, such as noise, interfer-
ence, nonlinear effects, equipment aging, and failures.

The adaptation of the network’s parameters can be used
to regulate the quality of transmission (QoT) of the light-
paths, but requires careful examination. More specifically,
the adaptation of the modulation format or the forward cor-
rection code (FEC) is not straightforward because of band-
width constraints. Indeed, if the modulation format is
changed to a more robust one (e.g., from PM-16QAM to
PM-QPSK), the bit rate is reduced. Therefore, a new subcar-
rier or a new lightpath should be established to keep the ini-
tial bit rate, assuminga constant baud rate. Similarly, in the
case of an adaptation of a low data overhead FEC to a high
one, the baud rate should be increased if the net bit rate is to
be retained. Inmost cases, the adaptation of the parameters
tomore robust ones requires extra bandwidth tomaintain a
given net bit rate. In [3], a toolkit was developed that en-
abled the dynamic adaptation of the network to current con-
ditions to always ensure acceptable QoT for all lightpaths.

In this paper, we propose spectrum sharing between
lightpaths of different rate-guaranteed classes to recover
the QoT in the case of a soft failure. We assume that the
optical network supports traffic that is carried by different
classes of connections. These classes are defined with re-
spect to the guarantees provided for the rate and also
the recovery time, and can thus be also viewed as different
“survivability” classes. In particular, we focus on the case of
two generic survivability classes: the guaranteed rate and
the nonguaranteed rate, or the minimum guaranteed rate
class. The QoT (thus BER) of both classes is ensured and, in
case of a soft failure, it is recovered so that it is above a
specific threshold. However, the rate of only the first sur-
vivability class is always fully guaranteed. For the second
survivability class, only a minimum rate is guaranteed,
and we can have several subclasses distinguished by the
different minimum values. Note that the above classifica-
tion is made on the basis of rate maintenance. It is comple-
mentary to the typical classification that is made with
respect to the restoration time.

During normal network operation, all the lightpaths
transmit at their full requested bit rate, usually usinghttps://doi.org/10.1364/JOCN.10.000653
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the most spectrally efficient modulation format. In the case
of a soft failure, it is not necessary to maintain the rate of a
rate-nonguaranteed priority connection [4,5]. Thus, part of
its spectrum can be redistributed and used to maintain
the rate of a guaranteed rate connection. In this way the
modulation format of the guaranteed rate connections
can be adapted to a more robust one to increase the
QoT. At the same time the baud rate can be increased or
a new lightpath or subcarrier can be established to main-
tain the original net rate. After the failure is repaired (if it
is repairable), the network can return to its original trans-
mission configurations.

The idea of spectrum sharing can effectively reduce the
required network costs to satisfy the rate-guaranteed con-
nections. The common approach would be to preserve the
rate of high-priority, rate-guaranteed connections using ad-
ditional spectrum. With the proposed method, we harvest
the spectrum of lower priority rate-nonguaranteed connec-
tions and reduce the total spectrum used. Spectrum sav-
ings result in cost savings in terms of the expenditures
for elastic network equipment [6]. The objective function
of the optimization algorithm can control the degree to
which the spectrum assigned to rate-nonguaranteed
connections is redistributed to the rate-guaranteed connec-
tions. More specifically, a weight parameterW can regulate
the emphasis (relative importance) the ILP algorithm gives
on the total spectrum utilization and on the spectrum
dropped by the rate-nonguaranteed connections experienc-
ing the soft failure. In a sense, the parameter W controls
the spectrum and thus the cost savings that can be
achieved. For small values of W, guaranteed rate connec-
tions take full advantage of the spectrum of the nonguar-
anteed rate connections, decreasing network costs. For
large values of W, the guaranteed rate connections require
additional free resources to maintain their rate, thereby
increasing costs.

In [7], the authors proposed an online heuristic RSA al-
gorithm that can serve demands dynamically to maximize
spectrum sharing between connections of different priority
classes. In this paper, we extend this work and also present
an ILP RSA algorithm to plan/allocate network resources
to a set of connections of different classes. The proposed
algorithms achieve significant spectrum savings, as we
demonstrate in the simulations.

II. RELATED WORK

Optical networks typically use protection or restoration
mechanisms [8] to recover fromQoT degradations or a com-
plete loss of signal. In protection, network resources are re-
served for a lightpath in the case of a failure. No resource
sharing is possible, which means protection is an expensive
solution. In restoration, each lightpath affected by a failure
dynamically searches for a different route, which may or
may not be available. Both restoration and protection
are necessary to recover from a complete loss of signal
(e.g., fiber cut). In the case of QoT degradation, an adapta-
tion of the transmission parameters of the affected light-
paths may be enough to compensate for the soft failure.

EONs offer several optimization dimensions that can be
used to restore the QoT of a lightpath. The modulation for-
mat adaptation has been investigated in [9] as a means
to recover the QoT of lightpaths with a degraded optical
signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR). In [3], the authors considered
the dynamic adaptation of the FEC, modulation format,
and baud rate to recover from QoT degradation. The pro-
posed solution examines the most appropriate combination
of transmission parameters to improve the BER while pre-
serving, if possible, the original rate. Spectrum sharing has
been previously considered in optical networks. Along sim-
ilar lines, the work in [10] considered connections with neg-
atively correlated (in time) rates. These connections were
placed spectrally next to each other to obtain statistical
multiplexing gains (in terms of spectrum utilization).
Spectrum sharing has also been considered for traffic fluc-
tuations at EONs [11,12]. More specifically, the spectrum of
the lightpaths was dynamically allocated to adapt to cur-
rent traffic demands. Cooperative spectrum sharing along
with spectrum defragmentation was considered in [13] to
cope with the dynamicity of the traffic demands. The re-
sults offered significant benefits in terms of the blocking
rate of new demands. The authors in [14] evaluated capac-
ity sharing (in terms of spectrum) when considering base
and peak rates for the demands. The authors also assumed
that the base rate of the connections should be survivable
in the case of any single link failure. Any spare spectrum
can support the peak rate of certain connections. However,
the transition from base to peak rate did not assume con-
tiguous spectrum slots. The results indicated reduced
blocking probabilities. In [7], the authors considered an
in-operation route and spectrum allocation algorithm to as-
sign the route and appropriate configurations for a new de-
mand to achieve spectrum sharing between neighboring
connections of different classes. The algorithm strived to
route the high-class connections spectrally next to the
low. In the case of a failure, the spectrum of the low-prior-
ity-class connections can be reallocated to the neighboring
high-priority-class connections, as shown in Fig. 1. This ap-
proach can allow a high-priority connection to attain an
acceptable QoT while simultaneously preserving the origi-
nal rate. In this paper, we extend this work, and also
present what we believe is a novel, optimal ILP RSA algo-
rithm to plan the network. The objective is to maximize the
spectrum sharing among the connections and minimize
used spectrum. This approach can also result in significant
capacity savings. The planning problem at hand is a com-
binatorial optimization problem. A simpler spectrum allo-
cation problem would be to consider only normal network
operation, in the absence of QoT degradations, where spec-
trum has to be allocated to minimize total spectrum utiliza-
tion. If simplified, this issue would be equivalent to a graph
coloring problem (the nodes represent the demands, the
edges represent the shared links of the demands, and
the color represents the assigned spectrum). Since graph
coloring is a known NP-complete problem, our problem
is also NP-complete since even its simplified version is NP-
complete. We model this problem with an ILP formulation
whose exact solution, when tractable, provides an optimal
solution to the problem.
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III. EXPLOITING SPECTRUM SHARING

A. Network Scenario

We assume an EON [1] with configurable transceivers
that can adapt the spectrum, modulation format, and baud
rate used. The nodes consist of reconfigurable optical add/
drop multiplexers (ROADMs) with flex-grid capabilities
connected through uncompensated fiber links. Each fiber
link consists of a number of fiber spans, each terminating
at an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) that compen-
sates the span loss. We define a connection as the logical
path between a source and a destination. A lightpath is
an optical path that is established between two nodes,
created by the allocation of the same spectrum on all links
throughout the path. When needed (e.g., for long connec-
tions), regenerators are added, and each segment between
a regenerator is considered a separate lightpath that may
use a different spectrum.

In general, optical networks support a number of differ-
ent traffic classes. For example, five classes are reported in
[15]. The classification is done with respect to the guaran-
tees provided for the rate and also the restoration time.
Assuming a requested rate R, each class can have different
requirements on the minimum guaranteed rate (Rmin). The
higher classes are rate-guaranteed and require thatRmin �
R at all times. We can further distinguish these higher
classes with respect to the recovery time. Moreover, there
can be several nonguaranteed rate or minimum guaran-
teed rate classes, and the lowest class could be the one with
Rmin equal to zero (best effort).

In the case of a failure, the rate of the rate-guaranteed
connections can be maintained either by using additional
spectrum resources with a higher cost, or by using spec-
trum provided by the minimum-rate-guaranteed connec-
tions. Thus, Rmin determines how much spectrum each
low-priority connection can provide to higher-priority con-
nections in the case of a soft failure. Moreover, the objective
function of the optimization algorithm can control through
a parameter W, and we will shortly introduce the degree to
which the spectrum assigned to rate-nonguaranteed con-
nections is redistributed to the rate-guaranteed connec-
tions. Therefore, the amount of spectrum, and thus the
cost savings, that can be achieved depend on the parame-
ters W and Rmin.

In the following section, we will consider only two classes
of connections: i) gold, corresponding to rate-guaranteed

traffic and ii) bronze, corresponding to minimum-rate-
guaranteed traffic. During normal network operation (in
the absence of soft failures), all the connections use the com-
bination of the highest modulation format and the lowest
baud rate that ensure acceptable QoT. This yields efficient
usage of the network resources. In the case of a soft failure,
theQoT (e.g., BER) of a lightpathmaybecomeunacceptable.
In that case, actions such as the adaptation to amore robust
modulation format, the increase of FEC, or the addition of
another channel can restore theQoT. The transmission rate
canbemaintained by increasing, if necessary, the respective
utilized bandwidth. Thus, we propose to redistribute spec-
trum from the bronze to the gold connections whenever a
failure occurs, and a gold connection requires additional
spectrum. In this way, the rate of the gold connections is
always maintained, while the rate of bronze connections
is temporarily downgraded. If the failure is repairable,
the original transmission configuration can be restored.

B. ILP Formulation

In this section, we present the proposed ILP planning al-
gorithm. Note that the formulation we present considers
only two classes of service.More classeswith differentmini-
mum guaranteed rates Rmin can be supported by including
the respective constraints. Since the algorithm is related to
the network planning phase, we assume it will always pre-
serve the rate of all the gold-class connections under a spe-
cific failure, inducing an SNR penalty ofX dB. The objective
is to minimize the total occupied spectrum, which can be
partly achieved by routing bronze connections spectrally
next to gold ones, so that the latter can borrow spectrum
from the former in case of a failure. We assume that each
demand is routed over its shortest path. For a connection
C, based on the required rate, we find the transmission tu-
ples (set of modulation format, baud rate) whose rate can
satisfy the demand. From the feasible tuples, we select
the one with the higher modulation format, which requires
smaller baud rate/fewer spectrum slots. If none is available,
thenweplace regenerators.Weassumea soft failure ofX dB
per connection and calculate again the feasible tuples
by considering proper QoT modeling (more details on QoT
estimation will be provided in the next section).

Inputs:

• C: Set of all (bronze and gold) connections,
• B: Set of bronze connections,

Fig. 1. Spectrum usage of a bronze (p1 from A to B) and a gold (p2 from A to C) connection before and after a failure.
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• G: Set of gold connections,
• L: Set of network links,
• F: Total number of 12.5 GHz spectrum slots,
• X : Soft failure in dB that each connection should be
resilient,

• Zc: Required number of slots for connection c,
• ZX

c : Required number of slots for connection c under
failure of X dB,

• M: Minimum guaranteed number of slots for bronze
connections,

• QX
c : Set that contains the valid slot options for a given

connection c in the case of soft failure/degradation of
X dB. This set is equal to:
○ fZX

c g: for the guaranteed rate (gold) connections,
○ fM,…,ZX

c g: for the nonguaranteed rate (bronze)
connections,

• W: Weight to control the relative importance of different
optimization objectives.

Variables:

• ucf s: Boolean variable equal to 1 if connection c uses slots
(f , f � s − 1) where s � Zc

• uX
cf s: Boolean variable equal to 1 if connection c uses slots

(f , f � s − 1) under failure where s ∈ QX
c

• y: Integer variable�≤F� that denotes the maximum
slot number used in normal operation (without soft
failure).

• yX : Integer variable�≤F� that denotes the maximum slot
number used under soft failure of X dB.

Here, the objective is

min
�
y −W ·

X
C∈B

X
f∈�1,F�

X
s∈fQX

c g
s · uX

cf s

�
, (1)

which is subject to:

• Spectrum slot utilization constraints,

yX ≤ y, (2)

• Connection serving constraints under normal operation,

∀c ∈ C, s � Zc:
X

f jf�s−1≤F
ucf s � 1, (3)

∀c ∈ C:
X
s≠Zc

X
f jf�s−1≤F

ucf s � 0, (4)

• Connection serving constraints under failure,

∀c ∈ C:
X
s∈QX

c

X
f jf�s−1≤F

uX
cf s � 1, (5)

∀c ∈ C:
X
s∉QX

c

X
f jf�s−1≤F

uX
cf s � 0, (6)

• Non-overlapping slot assignment constraints under nor-
mal operation,

∀l ∈ L, ∀i ∈ �1,F�:
X

c∈Cjl∈c, s�Zc

X
f jf≤iand f�s−1≥i

ucf s ≤ 1, (7)

• Non-overlapping slot assignment constraints under
failure,

∀l ∈ L, ∀i ∈ �1,F�:
X

c∈Cjl∈c

X
s∈QX

c

X
f jf≤iand f�s−1≥i

uX
cf s ≤ 1, (8)

• Maximum slot used constraints under normal operation,

∀l ∈ L, ∀f ∈ �1,F�:
y ≥

X
c∈Cjl∈c, s�Zc, f�s−1≤F

�f � s − 1� · ucf s, (9)

• Maximum slot used constraints under failure,

∀f ∈ �1,F�, s ∈ QX
c ,

f � s − 1 ≤ F: yX ≥ �f � s − 1� ·
X

c∈Cjl∈c
uX
cf s, (10)

• Connection ordering constraints under normal operation
and under failure,

∀c ∈ C, s � Zc, s0 ∈ QX
c ,

∀f ∈ �1,F�jf � s − 1 ≤ F, :ucf s � uX
cf 0s0 :

∀f 0 ∈ �f − 2, f � 2�jf 0 � s0 − 1 ≤ F (11)

The minimization objective of Eq. (1) includes two terms:
i) the spectrum utilization under normal operation
(denoted by y), and ii) the number of spectrum slots used
for the bronze connections under failure conditions. The tri-
ple summation for the second term accounts for all possible
combinations of the number of spectrum slots that all
bronze connections can occupy for all valid spectrum slots.
The objective of Eq. (1) includes a weight W that controls
the emphasis (relative importance) that the algorithm
gives on the total spectrum utilization as opposed to the
slots used by bronze connections under failure. If W is
sufficiently small, then the overall spectrum usage under
normal operation and under failure will be minimized.
This implies that the rate of the bronze connections will
be minimized in the case of a failure to provide the gold
connections with the required spectrum to continue their
operation. Remember that bronze connections are much
less valued than the gold ones, and all of their spectrum,
beyond the minimum guaranteed one, can be reassigned
to gold connections. IfW is sufficiently large, then the spec-
trum allocation will ensure that all the bronze connections
will also retain their original rate under failure. In that ex-
treme scenario, bronze connections are valued equally with
gold connections. In the latter case, to restore the gold
connections, some extra free spectrum slots would be pro-
visioned. Thus, W can also be viewed as a means to control
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the degree of priority that gold connections have in borrow-
ing spectrum slots from bronze ones. The minimum rate of
the bronze connections is always guaranteed.

Constraint (2) limits the maximum number of slots used
under failure to be less than or equal to the number of slots
used under normal operation. Constraint (3) ensures that a
connection c under normal operation is allocated resources,
described by the starting frequency f and the spectrum
slots s for its required number of slots (s � Zc), while con-
straint (4) prohibits the use of inappropriate variables in
any case. Constraints (5) and (6) similarly ensure the serv-
ing of the demands under failure. The only difference is
that the required number of slots depends on whether
the connection is gold or bronze. Constraints (7) and (8) en-
sure that the connections that share at least one link do not
use the same slot under normal operation or failure, re-
spectively. Constraints (9) and (10) define the maximum
slots used under failure and normal operation, respectively,
for every possible starting slot f . The value f � s − 1 repre-
sents the ending slot of a connection that requires s total
number of slots. In (9) and (10), the values y and yx have to
be higher or equal to the ending slot of all connections.
Constraint (11) limits the spectrum repositioning of the
connections in the case of a failure to, at most, two slots
of 12.5 GHz. This ensures that the order of the connections
(in terms of spectrum) is not changed, assuming that the
minimum number of slots that a connection can occupy
is three. The fixed order of the connections makes it
possible to use the push–pull technique [16] to modify
the central frequency of each connection without traffic
interruption. At the same time, the number of actions that
have to be performed to reconfigure the connections is
limited.

C. Dynamic Spectrum Sharing RSA

In the previous subsection, we considered a network
planning approach where a set of demands were jointly
served. In this subsection, we assume demands arrive
dynamically and are served as they arrive. We present
an RSA algorithm to leverage spectrum sharing between
different connection classes. A centralized control plane
[e.g., a software-defined network (SDN)] is assumed [17].
The centralized controller consults the network databases,
including traffic engineering information and the state of
lightpaths (e.g., traversed links and ports). This informa-
tion is provided to the RSA algorithm.

Figure 2 shows the flow chart of the proposed spectrum
sharing RSA (SS-RSA). Upon request for a demand with
rate R from source s to destination d, the centralized con-
troller computes a set of k-paths between s and d using the
most efficient modulation format that ensures acceptable
QoT. Then, spectrum sharing is evaluated for each of the
aforementioned paths; spectrum sharing is enabled if spec-
trum satisfying the continuity constraint in all the links is
available close to a lightpath belonging to a different class
(as in Fig. 1). After performing the above calculations for all
k-paths, paths not enabling spectrum sharing are removed.
On this new set, the least congested path [18] is selected.

Then, spectrum assignment is performed on the first avail-
able portion of spectrum that enables spectrum sharing. If
we do not find an RSA solution that is capable of spectrum
sharing, we choose the least congested path on the initial
set of k paths with a first-fit spectrum assignment policy.

IV. PERFORMANCE SIMULATIONS

We evaluate the benefits of our proposed sharing and
priority scheme by conducting a series of simulation experi-
ments. We assumed an Italian backbone topology with 27
nodes and 43 bidirectional links, SSMF fiber with an at-
tenuation coefficient 0.22 dB/km, dispersion parameter
16.7 ps/nm/km, and nonlinear coefficient 1.3 1/W/km.
The span length was set at 80 km and the EDFA noise fig-
ure at 5 dB. We assumed 100 and 200 Gb/s connections. In
normal operation, the 100G connections are served using
PM-QPSK and three spectrum slots of 12.5 GHz and the
200G using PM-16QAM and the same number of slots.
In the case of a failure, the 100G connections will (if
needed) be served using PM-BPSK and six spectrum slots,
while the 200G connections use PM-QPSK and again six
spectrum slots.

A. ILP RSA Planning Algorithm

We consider two traffic cases of 10 and 15.8 Tb/s. The
connections are derived from realistic traffic scenarios.

Fig. 2. SS-RSA flow chart.
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Further connection statistics can be found in Table I. We
assumed the GN model [19] to calculate the feasible tuples
for the demands, accounting for worst case interference.
The FEC threshold was set at 1.32 � 10−2 (which equals
to −1.88 dB in a logarithmic scale and a Q2-factor of
6.93 dB). We set the maximum running time of the ILP
algorithm at 1 h. Simulations are performed with a
quad-core processor at 4 GHz. We used an IBM CPLEX
with MATLAB to design and solve the ILP problem. We
define the spectrum utilization as the maximum spectrum
utilization among all the network links, assuming normal
operation. As we mentioned in Section III.B, we assume
that the ILP planning algorithm always maintains the rate
of the gold connections for a given degradation.We consider
a X � 3 dB degradation in the failure scenario. In Fig. 3 we
present the Pareto efficiency graph obtained for the 10 Tb/s
traffic, assuming 40% randomly assigned bronze connec-
tions. This graph is obtained by executing the ILP algo-
rithm for various values of W ∈ �0, 103�. The spectrum
utilization metrics obtained for these values are compared
to the scenario where no spectrum sharing is considered.
Therefore, the gold connections should occupy more spec-
tral resources to be survivable. As a result, the total spec-
trum utilization of the network is increased. We plot the
percentage savings in spectrum utilization versus the
percentage of bronze slots dropped. The largest savings
is observed for W � 0 and W � 10−13. In these cases, the
objective of the algorithm is to minimize the total spectrum
without trying to maintain the rate of the bronze connec-
tions. As W increases, the objective gives more weight to
the bronze connections, and when the W is sufficiently
large (e.g., larger than the total number of slots in the
network) then there is no possibility of spectrum sharing

between gold and bronze connections. Note that there
are cases where we obtain the same performance for differ-
ent values of W (e.g., for W � 10−3 and W � 10−5 the spec-
trum savings were the same). Generally, there is no
standard way to predict the exact spectrum savings for dif-
ferent values of W. Therefore, a Pareto efficiency graph
should be constructed. We noticed that the values used
in Fig. 3 yield similar results for all the traffic scenarios
considered next.

In Fig. 4 we demonstrate the spectrum savings that can
be achieved when spectrum sharing between gold and
bronze connections is considered, as opposed to the case
where no spectrum sharing is allowed. To calculate the
spectrum savings, we first set W � 10−2. In that case,
the ILP algorithm maintains the rate of the bronze connec-
tions under soft failure conditions, unless a gold connection
can borrow the spectrum of the neighboring bronze. Then
we set W � 103 so that the algorithm will never consider
spectrum sharing. The difference in the spectrum utiliza-
tion between the two cases represents in Fig. 4 the
spectrum savings achieved by our proposal.

Three different percentages of bronze connections are
assumed to be 25%, 40%, and 55%. We randomly decide
which connections are gold or bronze. Two traffic scenarios
of 10 Tb/s (red bars) and 15.8 Tb/s (blue bars) are assumed.
We notice that for the smallest bronze percentage, the spec-
trum savings are relatively small. Also, in the 15.8 Tb/s sce-
nario, the savings are greater than in the 10 Tb/s scenario.
This result is expected since a larger amount of connections
offers greater opportunities for spectrum sharing. Also,
more connections are degraded and require additional
spectrum in the case of a failure. When the percentage
of bronze connections is 40%, we notice that the percentage
savings are increased. This is because the additional num-
ber of bronze connections offers more possibilities for spec-
trum sharing. At low load, more spectrum savings are
achieved than at high load. This is because in the high load
scenario the ILP algorithm cannot find an optimal solution
within 1 h of the execution time. The gap between the re-
ported solution and the objective value was 20%. The rea-
son is that the additional number of bronze connections
increases the complexity of the problem. The algorithm
has to investigate more spectrum allocation choices

TABLE I
CONNECTION STATISTICS

10 Tb/s 15.8 Tb/s

Number of
Connections

100G 80 102
200G 10 28

Length (km)
Mean 333 389

Standard Deviation 264 263

Number of Hops
Mean 3.7 4.1

Standard Deviation 2 1.9

Fig. 3. Pareto efficiency graph.

Fig. 4. Spectrum savings (%) of spectrum sharing case (W � 10−2)
over the no spectrum sharing case (W � 103) for different percent-
ages of bronze connections.
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between gold and bronze connections to find the one that
minimizes the objective. After 2 h of running time the gap
was decreased to approximately 10% and the savings for
the 15.8 Tb/s were almost equal to the 10 Tb/s. When
the percentage of the bronze connections is 55, we notice
that there is no additional spectrum savings. For the
10 Tb/s, the ILP manages to find the optimal solution
within the time limit. Therefore, the reason there is no ad-
ditional spectrum savings is that the additional bronze con-
nections do not offer additional sharing possibilities. This
result also implies that the spectrum of the bronze connec-
tions has been preserved (since there is no spectrum shar-
ing with gold class connections). For the 15.8 Tb/s, the
respective optimality gap was 40% after 1 h of running
time. After 2 h, the gap was 20% and the savings had
increased by an additional 3%.

We also assumed the Deutsche Telecom topology with 12
nodes and 40 bidirectional links for the same 15.8 Tb/s total
load and ratio of 100G and 200G. This time, the demands
were randomly generated. The spectrum savings were
12%, 17%, and 20% for 25%, 40%, and 55% of the bronze con-
nections, respectively. The ILP algorithm managed to find
the optimal solution in the first two cases and an approxi-
mate solution in the third one. In the last case, the respec-
tive gap was 10%. The larger savings in this scenario can be
attributed to the smaller network. This means that for the
same amount of connections there are more possibilities for
resource sharing. Also, the smaller network typically re-
quires less time for an optimal solution to be found.

The ILP algorithm can provide a solution that results in
significant spectrum savings for small and medium prob-
lem sizes. The problem at hand is NP-complete and there
is no definite answer or prediction method to identify
whether a problem instance is easily tractable or not.
The problem depends on many parameters (size of the net-
work, specific routing of the demands and shared links,
magnitude of the soft failure, etc.). In cases where the
ILP cannot provide a good solution, we could use the heu-
ristic algorithm instead. We can order the set of demands
and use the heuristic algorithm to serve them one-by-one.
A metaheuristic could also be used to search among differ-
ent orderings to obtain better solutions.

B. Dynamic SS-RSA

We assumed 100 Gb/s connection requests, which arrive
dynamically according to a Poisson process with an average
inter-arrival time of 1∕λ time units and are uniformly dis-
tributed among node pairs and classes. The holding time of
the connections followed a negative exponential distribu-
tion with mean 1∕μ � 500 time units. X was set to 5 dB.
The set of k paths consists of all the paths within one
hop from the shortest hop path. Spectrum sharing is evalu-
ated by randomly generating single-link soft failures and
averaging the collected data. In all the examined cases,
the adaptation requires one 12.5 GHz frequency slot more,
assuming that the original frequency slots were over-
dimensioned with respect to the actual signal bandwidth
to limit filtering effects. QoT is estimated through the

signal-to-noise ratio model in [18]. This model uses an
OSNR margin to account for nonconsidered effects
(e.g., nonlinear effects). Since in the model of the previous
section (GN model) we accounted for worst case interfer-
ence, the two physical layer models provide similar results.
The rate of the dynamically provisioned gold connections is
guaranteed by exploiting spectrum sharing or by means of
rerouting if spectrum sharing is not applicable. The re-
routed connections could be also restored by allocating
extra spectrum, as is done in the planning scenario. So,
the percentage of gold connections that is restored through
spectrum sharing, which is the main performance metric
here, is directly connected to the spectrum utilization sav-
ings used as the main performance metric in the planning
scenario.

We evaluate the benefits of our proposal in terms of the
number of recovered gold lightpaths using spectrum shar-
ing in the case of a soft failure. Such an evaluation is
performed considering two RSA algorithms: the proposed
SS-RSA and the (sharing unaware) RSA of [18] based on
least-congested routing and first-fit spectrum assignment.
Figure 5 shows the percentage of gold traffic recovered
through modulation format adaptation, versus the provi-
sioned traffic load. Provisioned load is defined as the
product between the offered network load and the estab-
lishment probability �1 − Pb�: λ∕μ × �1 − Pb�. Such load is
considered instead of the offered load λ∕μ for fairness.
Indeed, the two adopted RSA strategies may affect provi-
sioning blocking probability Pb, thus the number of light-
paths affected by a failure and, consequently, the
recovery. The figure shows that, even with a simple
RSA, up to 44% of gold traffic can be recovered by adapting
transmission parameters, thus avoiding rerouting (path
and frequency slot computation). If the proposed SS-RSA
is used for routing, then up to 77% of gold traffic can be
recovered through adaptation almost independently of
the traffic load, but at the expense of bronze traffic.
Such percentage decreases with the provisioned load be-
cause once the network is more loaded, it is more difficult
to find lightpaths that facilitate spectrum sharing. In that

Fig. 5. Percentage of adapted gold traffic versus provisioned
network load.
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case, simple least congested routing and first-fit spectrum
assignment is applied (see right side of Fig. 5). In the case
of the simple RSA, the percentage of recovered gold connec-
tions through adaptation is almost not affected by the pro-
visioned load because spectrum sharing is not considered
at all during provisioning, as opposed to the SS-RSA. To
further compare SS-RSA and RSA, we also include
Fig. 6, which shows the provisioning blocking probability
versus the offered network load λ∕μ. SS-RSA has a negli-
gible impact on the provisioning blocking probability since
the two RSAs experience almost the same performance
during provisioning. The slightly higher provisioning
blocking of SS-RSA is due to a more fragmented spectrum,
since it prefers to enable spectrum sharing, instead of ap-
plying first-fit spectrum allocation. The latter tends to op-
timize spectrum utilization to achieve low blocking. In
conclusion, the SS-RSA can be a very effective solution
to recover from soft failures. It facilitates the transmission
parameter adaptation of high-priority traffic without caus-
ing excessive spectrum fragmentation, and therefore
without negatively affecting the provisioning blocking
probability.

V. CONCLUSION

We considered spectrum sharing among connections be-
longing to classes with different rate guarantees to recover
from soft failures. We presented an optimal ILP RSA algo-
rithm to plan for the network to recover from soft failures.
The ILP can control the amount of spectrum redistribution
between high- and low-priority connections. It can there-
fore trade spectrum savings with the rate of lower-priority
connections in case of a failure. We observed that using
spectrum sharing (redistribution), we can obtain a spec-
trum savings of up to 20%. We also presented an online
RSA algorithm that favors the routing of the high- and low-
priority connections next to each other to increase the prob-
ability of spectrum sharing. Simulation results showed
that up to 77% of high-priority connections can be recov-
ered at the expense of low-priority ones. Future work

includes the application of the spectrum sharing concept
to absorb traffic fluctuations.
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